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Your robotic milking and feeding specialists
The Ward family, Simon, Alison and Ben milk a commercial herd near Wadebridge, Cornwall.
“Investing in two Lely Astronaut A5 robotic milking systems and a Juno feed pusher has helped to
increase yield, improve herd health and welfare, and for us, have a life,” says Simon.

Bright farming is yours by choice.

Welcome!
Your robotic milking
and feeding specialist
for Devon & Cornwall

achieve the best efficiency. To ensure a smooth
transformation from conventional to robotic
milking, you will be guided and supported by
our Farm Management Support team. Pre,
during and post start-up they are at hand to
help set-up the Lely system to your needs and
Lely Center Devon & Cornwall has been working with Lely on the supply

requirements. Our experts will give you tailor

and installation of automatic milking systems and barn equipment since

made advice and guidance to ensure your

2008. Our goal is to build a long-term relationship with our customers and

success with Lely.

for them to get the most out of their investment with Lely.

• Improved health
• Enhanced cow welfare
• Better quality of life

The latest milestone
in milking
A5’s introduce major improvements
to herd performance and efficiency

Our fully qualified service team will

Automation is the future for dairy farming, say

“We also routinely check individual milking

Since the introduction of the first milking

regularly service your equipment to safe

Chuck and Michele Baulch. “Robotic systems

speed, temperature, rumination and cow weight

robot, it was clear that service is crucial in

guard smooth running of the machine

help to solve labour issues, improve overall

so we can pick up issues before they become

automatic milking. Professional support

and reduce breakdowns. In the unlikely

enterprise efficiency and for us introduce that

apparent. The weigh floor in the robot provides

must be available 24/7; 365 days a year to

case of a breakdown, our 24-hour helpline

element of flexibility. We are setting our sights

greater accuracy if individuals require attention.”

our valued customers. Our fully committed

will support you together with the on-call

on continuing to build cow numbers to 350 in

Chuck says the Juno has also to take credit for

and qualified support team is there to ensure

engineer. Different levels of service contract

order to develop a robust business for the next

contributing to yield increase pushing up the TMR

help is at hand to transform a concept into

are available to suit your needs and to give

generation; we’ve four children aged between

15 times a day, keeping feed fresh and minimising

a reality and ensure the smooth running

you peace of mind. As Lely Center Devon &

22 and 13 years of age, and 20-year-old Alex is

waste, whilst the Discovery which is programmed

of your automatic milking and feeding

Cornwall we are here to help our customers to

already back working on the farm.”

to scrape the passages every 30 minutes, is

system. Our sales team is fully committed

achieve a sustainable, profitable and enjoyable

to help you decide the best solution for your

future in farming. We are guided by the Lely

Eight months ago, the Baulch family who farm

business to achieve your goals and help your

core values of Innovation, Passion, Respect,

near Okehampton, Devon ‘switched on’ the

business forward. With our in-house design

Progress and Honesty.

development - a single span cubicle shed for

Until nine months ago, the Baulch family

reducing digital dermatitis incidence and resulting
in cleaner legs and udders.

180 head with three, Lely A5 automated milking

operated a nine-hour daily routine milking

best to create the most optimum layout and

Lely Center Devon & Cornwall

systems, a Juno feed pusher and Discovery 90

240 cows through a

design to reduce labour requirements and

general manager, Tim Horwood

SW automated slurry scraper. They relocated

20:20 conventional

150 pedigree Holsteins from their conventional

parlour; the herd was

and project co-ordination team, we do our

"We aim to get the best out
of the Lely technology to
help drive forward performance
and efficiency."

parlour system and yield is already heading

averaging 8,750 litres.

Covid-19 Update - Lely Center Devon & Cornwall would like to ensure all our customers that it is ‘business as usual’. We are still

towards an average 11,500 litres, up 30% on

“The parlour needed

out servicing all of our existing customers’ requirements. Please be assured that our staff are following the strictest of social

previous from an average 2.9 visits a day. Preg

updating, we needed

distancing measures. If you are interested in investing in Lely equipment, then we are only a phone call away. Please contact us

rates have improved from 18.5 to 26.4. “Yes

a new system to allow herd expansion and we

on 01409 254413 and we would be pleased to discuss with you the options.

it’s been a massive investment, however we’re

liked the idea of automation - we consider robots

already seeing the payback.” That’s not all, says

to provide the appropriate environment for high

Michele. “The system and its T4C software offers

yielding Holsteins to exploit their potential,” he

a lot more information enabling us to make

explains. “Taking advice, visiting farms with

better management decisions. Nowadays we’ve

different systems and aware that Lely Center

so much more time to spend with the cows

Devon & Cornwall provided backup service second

and daily study the reports. We are monitoring

to none, we eventually agreed the project which

individual yield and milk quality - we watch for

took five years from inception to completion.”

spikes. Cell count has remained stable at SCC 147

He adds: “When we reach 350 cows we’ll be

and bactoscan 11, however taking in the overall

flying. In the meantime, we aim to get the best

improved environment we have been able to

out of the Lely technology to help drive forward

reduce antibiotic usage by 80%.

performance and efficiency.”

0% Finance
Available Now!

On Lely Barn and Feeding portfolio.
Lely Finance is making it easier for you to invest in your future farm growth
with great labour saving products to help with animal health and welfare.
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• Increased yield

3

The Discovery 90 SW
automated slurry
scraper guarantees the
job done 24/7

range. “Another great advantage is muck is no

Discovery 120 Collector
working round the clock
to high standards in
challenging conditions

scraping four passageways and crossovers; the

Introducing the
revolutionary
manure robot
for solid floors

run takes 20 minutes, after which it moves to

Chris Quance says he took a punt on a Discovery 120 Collector.

to independently navigate its route using

the docking station to recharge and fill up with

“I’d only seen the robot in operation for 10 minutes before I took the

built-in sensors to scrape a complex series

water. Spraying water ahead of itself certainly

plunge to invest. Eight months on and it’s definitely one of the bits of

of passageways six times a day in the two

makes the floor surface cleaner and less

kit I now wouldn’t want to be without. In fact, it’s scheduled to pay

cubicle sheds and a sloping yard which divides

slippery, he says. It also cleans the heelstones

for itself within three years.

the accommodation. Instead of pushing the

longer being dragged on to the cubicle beds,
so they too are being kept a lot cleaner; we bed
up once a day and have been able to reduce
sawdust requirements by 30% making savings
of £1,000 a year. That’s not all. “Twice a day
scraping out tied up a tractor, it took 1.5 hours
and when you cost in labour at £5,000 to £6,000
a year plus £1,200 in tractor depreciation plus
diesel, running the Discovery is insignificant at
just 8p per day electricity costs,” he says.
The robot is programmed to run every hour

slurry forward, it uses a vacuum pump to suck

12 times a day. “Lely Center Devon & Cornwall
“We are projecting the Collector to make

the best you can find; present them with any

savings of up to £8,000 a year in labour,

issue and they’ll promptly sort.” He adds: “Our

tractor depreciation, diesel and sawdust,”

Once the slurry tank is almost full, the robot

whole system is based around the cow, what she

says Chris who milks a 100-cow mixed herd

drives to dump either through slats in the

wants to do and when rather than us managing

of pedigree Holsteins and Jersey cross based

yard or to the dump station located midway

Investing in the Discovery 90 SW automated slurry scraper is one

her day, so the less time I spend in the shed the

near Holsworthy, Devon. “However, it’s not just

between the two cubicles houses where it

more tool contributing towards improving herd efficiency, says

better. The Discovery is adding another layer

about the payback - it’s more about improving

also charges up. Chris programmed water

Gareth Tape who manages the 110 Hardisworthy pedigree cow

to our dairy set up, it reduces the amount of

the entire system, making it more efficient. The

during summer to be sprayed from the front

robot has taken the hassle out of our previous

resulting in better slurry uptake and less

routine; we used to arrive in the morning to

slippery yards. “We kept the herd in overnight

cows standing in slurry one inch deep, one

throughout the summer months to keep them

person had to scrape the passageways and

on a consistent diet. The Collector kept them

yard whilst the other was milking, and various

so clean, scraping out was eliminated,” he

Holstein herd with his father, Les, near Bideford, Devon. The robot
has also introduced significant cost savings resulting in payback
within approximately two years.

Improving
cow health,
hygiene and
welfare in
slatted sheds

"99% of the time the
cows ignore the robot"

Six years on from swapping a conventional

time we interfere with the cows; 99% of the time

parlour and housing system requiring daily

they ignore the robot, whilst overall, it provides

scraping out for a new build shed with two A4

them with more opportunities to make their

robotic milking systems, a Juno feed pusher

own choices and subsequently exploit their

together with the Discovery slurry scraper

potential. Yield is currently on target to achieve

and the robot is testimony to consistently

an average 11,000 litres.”

doing an efficient job, 24 hours a day. “There’s
little splashing so the cows’ legs and tails are
cleaner, their feet are cleaner and so too are

• Cleaner cows, improved health
and well-being

"We used to arrive in the
morning to cows standing in
slurry one inch deep"

gates had to be opened

says adding: “Despite being nervous at first

and closed. During the

as to how it would perform in our somewhat

housing period the

challenging conditions, investing in this robot

routine was repeated

has been a no brainer.”

in the evening,” he

explains. “Equally important, the cows’ feet,

• Cleaner cubicles, reduced bedding

legs, tails and udders are so much cleaner since

• Minimal power requirement,

they’re no longer dragging slurry on to the

less than 25p/day

their udders. When the cows lie down they are

• Saves time, saves labour

cubicle beds - we’re able to maintain our high

• Cleaner cows, maintain milk quality

no longer lying on dirty wet claws. Cleaner cows

• Minimal power requirements

quality milk whilst we’ve gone from bedding up

• Programmed to challenging route

are also contributing to cleaner milk; cell count

• Guaranteed operation

twice to once a day and subsequently halving

stands at SCC 120 and Bactoscan in the 8 to 10
4

it into its tank.

provides fantastic backup; its engineers are

sawdust costs.” The robot is programmed
5

Dan Slee says his Juno feed pusher is the most
indispensable tool on the farm. “It’s guaranteed
24/7 to keep fresh feed in front of the cows
resulting in an extra two litres per head per
day, daily DM intakes have increased, whilst
labour requirements have been minimized
along with running costs and wastage has been
reduced to an absolute minimum.
“Add together all those benefits, and we worked
out the Juno paid for itself within its first four

Robotic milking
and grazing go
hand in hand

has covered its investment cost in such a short
period of time,” explains Dan who manages the
400-cow pedigree Southbower Holstein herd
near Clovelly, Devon with his father Peter, uncle

and since the feed is being regularly pushed

the older members of the family partnership

up, both the lower yielding and shyer cows

and having explored different options, Dan

have the same opportunity for fresh TMR.” He

took the Juno on a month’s trial in 2018 and the

adds: “I believe the Juno is one of the best pieces

system offering 35 acres, for up to 35 cows at any

extra two litre yield was virtually immediate

of kit on the farm helping towards improve

one time, the furthest being 500 metres from

without any additional feed.

our overall efficiency. I go home each evening

Lely offers grazing choices

the shed and accessed directly by an existing
track.” The Kittos programme the system to

“We had been pushing up the TMR four to five

Expoiting the A5 milking robot’s exit gate potential has provided the Kitto

allow these cows to access the grazing paddocks

times a day with a telehandler and tyres, but

family with the opportunity to combine robotic milking with grazing a

immediately after milking. The robot exit gate

when we’re so busy, it was one of those things

portion of their 185-cow pedigree Holstein herd for up to six months of the

opens at the point of exit from the shed, and the

that didn’t always get done. As soon as the

year, and in turn pre-empt their processors’ requirements.

cows can choose for themselves whether they go

robot was returned to Lely Center Devon &

out to graze of return to remain indoors.

Cornwall we lost those two litres, amounting

leaving the feed pusher guaranteed to do the job

to a massive 600 litres a day at the time, so

yield increasing by almost 20% to a current

“Whilst the rest of the herd is making an average

the decision to invest was a no brainer. Since,

average 10,300 litres since installation two

3.2 visits to the robot, these cows going out to

the Juno has contributed towards lifting herd

years ago. “Whilst grazing isn’t compulsory, the

graze towards the end of their lactation are

yield by over 10% to an average 9,500 litres,” he

contract with our processor requires us to state

averaging 2.2 visits and yielding 20 to 25 litres a

says. “We feed out the TMR twice a day, whilst

how many days the herd has access to grazing.

day.” The system has also the bonus of reducing

the robot is programmed to push up feed every

Consequently, we are providing the cows in

feed costs. “Grazing is more cost effective, it offers

60 minutes and it periodically goes back to

the last two months of their lactation with the

the cheapest form of protein during the summer

the dock and stops to recharge. Running costs

opportunity to paddock graze for six to seven

months and it is contributing to around 30% of

amount to 4.5p per day. The robot is saving us

hours a day between April and October, weather

their daily yield.” He adds: “The Lely A5 robots

over an hour in labour a day, it’s saving diesel,

permitting,” explains Phil Kitto who farms with

combined with adapting the exit gate have helped

his wife, Janice and sons, Harvey and Rowan,

to significantly improve herd health and welfare

near Looe, Cornwall.

along with an average 1,600 litres per cow yield

“We are operating a simple
paddock grazing system
offering 35 acres, for up to 35
cows at any one time"

One of the most indispensable pieces
of kit on the farm - the Juno

Josh and cousin, Ollie. Despite resistance from

The A5 system has also contributed towards

well. It’s a robot we couldn’t live without.”
• Improved milk yield
• Increased dry matter intakes
• Equal feed opportunity
• Minimal running costs

“The robot is saving us over
an hour in labour a day"

increase, whilst grazing a portion of the herd has
“Providing these

introduced another element of flexibility.”

and it has freed up the telehandler particularly

cows with the choice

for seasonal work. It’s also saving us feed and

to graze helps to

time cleaning out the troughs; TMR wastage

gradually ease off
production and

• Enables a robotic milking and grazing
strategy

used to amount to up to one tonne a week
worth £60, whereas nowadays that amount

transit into the drying off process without any

• Provides cows with choices

has reduced to a few kilos. For the cows, each

issues, whilst it relieves pressure within the main

• Lely Time for Cows (T4C) offers

now has an equal opportunity. Aware of the

portion of the herd and provides more space

total control over each individual

approaching Juno and they are drawn to

opportunity for milking. We also like to see them

cow’s grazing

the feed passage. We’ve noticed a full trough

out grazing, lying down and stretching,” he says.
“We are operating a simple paddock grazing
6

months. In fact, it’s the only piece of kit that

Increasing
feed intakes
has never
been easier

• User friendly for both cows and farmer

reduces reaching so there is less stress on her
neck and front claws, there’s minimal sorting,
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The Lely Center Devon & Cornwall team

Kevin Gilbert
Sales

Gary Harris
Project coordinator

Bas van Santen
After Care

Wendy Ward
Dan Gifford
Farm Management Support Service Manager

Carl Rescorl
Engineer

Chris Payne
Engineer
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Engineer
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Engineer

Tom Brice
Engineer
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Engineer
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Engineer
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Engineer
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Lely Center Devon & Cornwall
Unit 1-4
Woodcock Park, Shadrick Way
Holsworthy Industrial Estate
Devon, EX22 6FH
01409 254413

Main Office

Unit 2
Alliance Court, Heathpark Industrial Estate
Honiton, Devon, EX14 1YL
01404 515599
Info@hol.lelycenter.com
lely.com/gb/centers/devon-and-cornwall
Opening hours
Monday – Friday 08.15 - 17.00
24/7 On-Call Service
Follow us on Social Media
@LELYCONF01
@lelycenterdevonandcornwall
@Lely_DC

Roche Hub

Honiton Hub

